
saving it from unnecessary
stress and prolonging its life.
A pointer indicates when the
correct strain is reached.

Blade alignment.
This is achieved by finely
adjusting the tracking of the
idler bandwheel by turning a
tracking screw.

Blade lubrication.
The lubricant is gravity fed
directly onto each blade. A
simple valve governs the rate
of flow.

Thickness of cut setting.
The thickness of cut on each
headrig is set by raising or
lowering the headrig until the
blade is at the required height.
The thickness of cut is indicated
on a vertical scale on each
headrig. The kerf width is
already allowed for and to
maintain accuracy each scale
can be adjusted to allow for
slight variations in keñ width.

Computer controlled
automatic set worfts.
(Optionalextra)
This machine has been
designed to easily accept
computer control for depth of
cut setting. With this fitted, the
operator can set the thickness
of cut for each head from his
wofting position. This can be
very useful if production runs
are very shoñ for each setting or
if the thickness of cut needs to
be changed frequently during
runs.

Side pressure rollers.
(Optionalextra)
These are available as an
optional extra and are needed
for angled sawing or where, for
example, narow sawn boards
are stacked upright on edge
and sent through the machine
aga¡n to produce sticks.

Star Delta starting.
The main electric motors have

Star Delta starting. To restrict
power consumption on starting
up each motor is started in
sequence. Until the headrig
being started is running at tull
speed the next head cannot be
started. Lights mounted on the
main electrical cabinet indicate
when each head is running at
full speed. Additionally, each
head can be isolated by switch
control. The switch to operate
the hydraulic power pack is also
mounted on the cabinet with a
light to indicate when it is
running.

Control console.
This small free-standing console
provides an independent stop/
start control of the feed
mechanism. lt has a lever with
one position for cutting and
another; which invalidates the
sensor controlling the top roller,
for blade changing.
It houses the pressure regulator,
water separator and lubrication

unit for the pneumatic system.
It also embodies an emergency
stop button.

Guarding & safety features.
The Forestor Multi-Head resaw
conforms to current U.K Safety
Regulations and complies with
the proposed harmonised E.C.
Safety Standards.

Low operating noise.
A feature of this machine is the
low running noise. Apart from
less operator fatigue and
generally more pleasant working
conditions, this can be very
useful in small enclosures or
noise sensitive areas.

Dust extraction.
This machine would normally be
attached to a dust extraction
system. Alternatively, a complete
self-contained dust extraction
unit can be supplied.

Any number of saw¡ng heads from 1 upwards.
Very high volume product¡on.
Up to 3Om(1Ooft)/min. cutt¡ng speed per head.
l-atest thin ked bandsaw blade technology.
Up to 660/o less sawdust waste.

THE WORLD'S LEADING IMANUFACTURER OF HORIZONTAL
BANDMILLS - & A MAJOR N4ANUFACTURER & SUPPLIER
OF TIMBER PROCESSING EQUIPTúENT,

(¡,

Technipl Speclficatlons.

Multi-Cut Band Resaw

Big increase in extra sawn timber profits.
Lower energy costs.
Reduced blade costs.
Considerable savings ¡n labour costs.
Optional'merry-go-round' for one-man operat¡on.

FORESTOR
35 West Hill, London SW18 1 RB, England.

Min. no. of sawing heads: Ked: 1 .5mm-2mm(O.06"-0.08")

Max. no. of sawing heads: Unlimited Blade length: 396Omm-4O9Omm(1 3'0"- 1 3'5")
Feed speed - infinitely variable to max: 45m/mìn. (1 50ft/min.) Blade speed: 25mlsec.(492Oftlmin.)

Dimensions of timber to be sawn. Ma¡n motor power: (on each head) 15kW(20HP)
motors are available tor application.)

Eleclric power requirements: 380/41 5V, 3 phase, 50H2.
(Other voltages on request.)

Pneumatic power requirements: I ba(1 1Spsi) max. SCFM min.

Hydraulic power pack: 4kW(5.5HP) max

Approx. standard overall dimensi uts. (Excluding'merryga-round' sysfern.)

_!ggh!, 2.1m(6'11")

Wdth: (excluding retum conveyor) 1.9mm(6'3")

Max. height: 30Omm(12")

Height at max. width restricled to: 2OOmm(8")

Max. width 2OOmm(8")

Wdth at max. heþht restricled to: 150mm(6")

Max. standard lengrth:
(Longer to spcial order.)

2.5mm(B'2")

Min. standard length:
(Shorter to special order.)

1.2m(47t/2"\

Max. tilt for anqled sawinq: 10" For retum corìveyor allow an extra: 1.0m(3'3")

Blade width 25mm( 1 ") or 32mm(1 1/4"\ Length: (with one head) 4.5m(14'7"\

Blade thickness: 0.B9mm-.1 .O7mm(O.O35"-0.O42") For each additional head add: 1.0m(3'3")

FINISHED

OUTFEED INFEED

FORESTOR MULTI-CUT SYSTEM WITH 'MERRY.GO-ROUND'AT EACH END.

Th¡s diagram shows a set up where the lin¡shed timær is removed at the outfæd. However, the finished timber can æ retumed, sepa.rated and removed at the ¡nfee(l
end. Depending on customers needs, there are severcl options where the finished timfur can & taken oft and the removal process can fu manual or automated.

MC/L/I/O19Íì

lmperial conversions ere approximate.
Because we desire to incorporate improvements whenever possible we reserve
the right to chang¿ sp€cil¡cât¡ons or des¡gn at any time without not¡ce and
without incuning oblþation.
ln soûìe photographs guards have been removed to show equipment more clearly
and b€cause of our policy of conlinuous improvement sonìe photographs may show
equipment which has now changed.

FORESTOR
35 West Hill, London SW18 1RB, England.

Hfi#i.iff J'87 
4 ou4 (e qe^

Forestor is a registered trademark of Standrange Ltd.

Telephone: O81-874W4.
Fax:081-871 9373. (eq5A

RETURN

Foreslor is a reg¡stered trademark of Standrange Ltd.



The Forestor Multi-Cut Band
Resaw is not only the first
British, but the first European
designed and manufactured
multi-head resaw. With this
machine you get the best of a//
worlds. You get:
* Very high production.
* Very high recovery.
* Considerable savings in

labour costs.
* Reduced blade costs.
* Lower energy costs.
* Extreme versatility.

How does it work?
Basically, the timber to be sawn
passes on a conveyor through a
number of sawing heads, each
one set at a different sawing
height. The timber emerges at
the outfeed end sawn into a
number of pre-determined sized
pieces. lt is really like setting up
a number of conventional
resaws in line.

Various set-u p opt¡ons.
The first option of course is the
number of sawing heads
needed. This can vary from one
to usually a maximum of six,

manually removed by a 2nd
operator at the outfeed end, who
also places the unsawn timber
onto the return conveyor.

3. As a 'merry-go-round'
system. (One-man operat¡on).
With this option, a mechanised
transfer at the outfeed end
automatically transfers the sawn
and unsawn timber across to
the retum conveyor. This
eliminates the need for a second
operator. ln addition, a
mechanised cross transfer with
a separator can be fitted at the
infeed end. This automatically
separates the unsawn piece
which is automatically moved
back onto the infeed conveyor
for another pass through the
sawing heads. This process is
automatically repeated until the
whole piece of timber is resawn.
This'merry-go-round' system is
invaluable, particularly where
pre-sized timber needs to go
through the machine a number
of times, for example when
producing very thin sawn timber
for such uses as woven fencing,
fruit boxes, etc.

equates to 1 80m/min.(600ft/
min.) on a conventional single
head resaw.

High recovery.
The very high recovery rate is
due to the latest narrow blade
technology. These blades have
a kerf as thin as only 1.Smm
(1/rs"), which reduces sawdust
waste significantly.
Comparing the Forestor Multi-
Cut, fitted with a 1.5mm thin kerf
blade, to a conventional band
resaw fitted with a typical 3mm
wide kef blade, the saving with
each cut is 5096, exactly halving
the waste.

UP TO 20olo EXTRA

FREE!

has given us figures of 8 hours
sawing before needing
sharpening for the narrower
blades, which would halve the
narrow blade cost per hour.
It will be appreciated by any
experienced operator that the
following figures can vary for
many reasons. Saw doctoring
charges vary: blade life depends
on the specie of timber; the
width being sawn; the condition
of the timber; the skill of the
operator; etc. etc. But, for the
purpose of the following
comparison the variables have
been equally applied.

Affordability.
An interesting point worth
making is that to be
economically viable this
machine does not have to be
utilised eight hours every day.
It is not necessary to need the
really high volume production
which this machine can produce
to justify its use. Owners have
found that even if they run their
machine for only one or two
hours every day, or one day a
week, it will soon pay for itself.
And when it's not running the
operators are free for other
duties.

Power systems.
Each head has its own
1SkW(2OHP) electric motor to
drive the bandwheels. Optionally
smaller motors can be supplied
depending on species and
width of timber to be sawn, and
power supply available. The final
drive to the driven bandwheel is
by V-belt. The conveyor syslem
and top floating rollers are
hydraulically driven by a
separate power pack. The lifting
and lowering of the top rollers is
pneumatically controlled. A
compressor can be supplied if
no suitable air line is available.

Quality engineered -heavy duty mach¡ne.
The Forestor Multi-Cut is a
quality engineered, industrial
machine. All components have
been designed and engineered
for heavy duty work.

Bandwheels.
The 70Om m(27 lz" I diameler
bandwheels are profiled from
solid steel. They have a convex
profile which provides accurate
tracking and gives prolonged
blade life. Each bandwheel is
fitled with a scraper to prevent
any build up of sawdust.

although more could be
employed if necessary.

There are three ways in which
the Forestor Multi-Cut can be
operated:

1. As a single pass machine.
ln this case, the pre-sized timber
to be resawn is fed into the
machine and comes out at the
other end completely sawn into
the required thicknesses, and is
removed.

For example: Pre-sized timber
'142mm(5%")in height
(including allowance for saw
kerf) can be sawn on a six head
multi-cut into seyen 19mm1a7o"¡

boards in one pass.
Altematively, as each head is
independently adjustable, the
pre-sized timber could be sawn
into a combination of different
thicknesses.

2. As a multi-pass mach¡ne.
A return conveyor is available
which will carry back unsawn
timber to be fed through the
machine again. When this is
used, the sawn timber is

One-man operation.
lf you fit the'merry-go-round'
system you have genuine one-
man operation - regardless of
the number of heads involved.
One man operating two, three,
four, five, six of more resaws.

High volume product¡on.
Once you see how the Forestor
Multi-Cut worts, it is easy to
appreciate why it has such a
high production rate. Compared
to a conventional resaw, the
Multi-Cut with two heads
doubles production: with four
heads production is four times
as great - and so on.
Depending on the number of
heads employed, each pass
does the work of several
conventional resaws.

Cutting feed speeds up to
30m/min.(1 @fVmin.) Per head
are sustainable depending on
the species and width of the
timber. For example, 'l 00mm(4")
wide oak can be sawn at
3om/min.(1 OoVmin.) Per head,
which with a six head machine

ln profit terms, this means that
when, for example, producing
4.5mm(3/re") thick timber for say
woven fencing panels, for every
5 pieces sawn you gain an extra
piece free. lf you are producing
12.5mm(Vz") boards, for every
10 sawn you get an extra
board - free.

When the same comparison is
made to a gang multi-rip circular
saw, the savings are even higher

- up to 66% with each cut. And
of course, hand in hand with
reduced sawdust waste goes
reduced sawdust handling
costs.

The thin keñ blade considerably
reduces wasfe sawdust and gives
a remarkably high recovery rate
which signiticantly boosts profits.

Savings in labour costs.
With the multi-head
conf iguration, significant savings
in labour costs are achieved.
An ordinary resaw has one head
and needs two operators. With a
Forestor Multi-Cut, with for
example, three heads, you have
three resaws but still only two
operators. lf you have six heads
you have six resaws, but still
only two operators.

Savings in blade costs.
The narrow blades used on this
machine bring savings in both
capital costs and in sharpening
and maintenance charges which
more than make up for their
shorter life.

Although of the disposable type,
these blades can be sharpened
up to three or four times,
depending on various factors.

When comparing overall blade
costs between conventional
band resaw blades and nanow
blades, the figures work out very
well in favour of the narrower
blades.

The following calculations are
based on realistic figures from
unbiased third party sources
and they have not been
weighted in favour of the nanow
blades. ln fact, just the opposite.
For example, one operator,
supported by his saw doctor,

Easy blade maintenance.
One of the advantages of the
Forestor nanow bandsaw
blades is the ease and simplicity
of blade maintenance. No saw
doctoring is needed - a
valuable asset in those places
where saw doctoring skills are
not available. However, the
blade can normally be re-
sharpened three or four times
and we can supply a low cost
easy to use saw sharpening
machine for this purpose.

Savings in power costs.
The very thin blades need less
power to drive them through the
timber. Because of the relatively
low power consumption,
savings are considerable.

Versatility.
The Multi-Cut will resaw cants,
flitches and un-edged slabs into
boards, dimensioned timber,
feather edged boards, waney
edged fencing slats, pallet
boards etc.

Feather edging
& angled sawing.
Each individual head can be
tilted sufficiently to produce
angled cutting such as is
required for feather edging. Side
pressure rollers, available as an
optional extra, are needed for
this work.

Low installation cost.
Basically, this is a free standing
machine which is bolted down
for safety. Once levelled and
secured on any flat, solid base
and connected to an electrical
and pneumatic supply, it is
ready for operation. No pit
foundations etc. are needed so
there are no hidden costs. lt also
means that the Forestor Multi-
Cut can easily be moved to
another position within the
factory or mill, or to a new
location.

lnfinitely variable feed speed
A conveyor, adjustable up to
45mlmin.(1 SOft/min.), with
synchronised fl oating overhead
power driven rollers, feeds the
timber through the machine.
As the timber approaches each
head saw, the overhead roller
automatically applies pressure
to the top surface of the timber.
The floating roller, mounted on
a pneumatically powered
swinging arm, can
accommodate timber with an
uneven surface on the top.

Hydraulic blade straining.
Operated by a convenient hand
pump, the hydraulic blade
straining moves the idler
bandwheel against a stack of
disc springs. The springs
protect the blade from damage
due to shock loading. The saw
straining operation is very fast.
A quick release valve is also
fitted which completely releases
the slrain. This system is
extremely efficient and has been
designed to protect the
sawblade as much as possible;

(Top centre) These two photographs show how the overhead power driven rollers, triggered by the incoming
timber passing a sensot drop down onto the top of the timber to hold it tirmly on the conveyor. (Top right)
Lights on the main eleclricat cabinet indicate when each headilg is runntng at full speed so that the nert head
can be stafted. (Above)With the main guard doors o¡nn, full access makes blade changing quick and easy.
(Bottom right) The hydraulic blade straining is Íast and fcnlproof .

COMPARISON OF OVERALL BLADE COSTS.

Working life of blade
ïme between sharpening
Cost per sharpening

Total sharpening cost
over life of blade
Capital cost of blade

Conventional Resaw
(with 1Ømm(4') bhde)

640 hours
4 hours
E7

636

4
X7 = 11 ,1 

'13

î50
c1 ,163

640 hrs

Ê1.82

Divide by life of blade

Total cost of blade
per working hour

Forestor Multi-Cut
(with 25mm(1') blade)

1 6 hours
4 hours
c3

12

-X3 =
4

e9
cl6
r25
16 hrs

s1.56:
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